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 We kicked off the update by giving you a peek at a few of the new options, and now it's your turn! So go ahead, check out the
new sounds right now. You can find them in the Demo category of the Apres Ski 2 pack, and they’ll be released with the official

pack when it goes live next week. There’s a lot of options to explore, and they’re all worth checking out. Let’s take a look at a
few of the options we found most compelling. **Remember, you can always revisit the Apres Ski Demo page if you want to

check out the most recent sounds first. Day vs. Night Lighting I don’t know about you, but I’m totally into day and night effects.
There’s nothing like seeing a city illuminated by sunlight and falling snow, and it can really bring a city to life. Sometimes,

though, it’s nice to bring down the lights for a party, especially if it’s a one-night event that might be dark and gloomy. So, for
that reason, we decided to take it upon ourselves to put together 128 presets that play great for a late-night party with a little

ambiance. So, if you want to add the mood lighting to your next party, check out our new Day & Night Presets category. There
are eight presets that each combine three songs or sounds. Two of them feature “The Final Countdown” by Europe (still my

favorite Euro disco song), and the other six play songs from our Apres Ski mix. So, if you’re looking for some great party music
to usher in the new year, or if you want to make a little sun shine, these will fit the bill. There are two presets that feature “The
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Final Countdown” — one with a heavy disco mood, and the other with a more house music feel — and they’re both really
fantastic. You can get both of them right now, or check out all eight of them below. Apres Ski party Mix Apres Ski party +

Apres Ski party - Final Countdown disco + Final Countdown disco - Final Countdown house + Final Countdown house -
Another option that we added was a 64-bit version of “Apres Ski party” — which doesn’t include the 82157476af
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